
See page 5 for Calibration Services

- included FREE with all orders

Note: This certificate does not report individual gage
measurements.

Certificate of Class/Conformance certifies that a new gage
or set of gages has been inspected by comparison with
master gages traceable to the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (N.I.S.T.) and found to be within
proper tolerances and physical condition per the listed
Standard.

New Customer
Class ZZ or Z Pin Set $  2.50 $3.50
Class ZZ or Z Individual Pins $  7.00 $9.00
Class XX or X Pin Set $15.00 $18.00
Class XX or X Individual Pins $25.00 $35.00
Master Setting Discs (per Dimension) $35.00 $45.00
Trilock Gage (all Classes) $35.00 $45.00
Taperlock Gage (all Classes) $35.00 $45.00
Progressive Gage (all Classes) $70.00 $90.00
Ring Gage (Catalog Offering) $45.00 $60.00
Custom Length Class ZZ $10.00 $16.00
Custom Length Class X $35.00 $45.00

New Customer
Thread Wire Sets (price for 3 wires) $35.00 $45.00
Gear Wire Sets (price for 2 wires) $35.00 $45.00

Pricing is calculated for each gage member.

Individual certificates and stickers or additional copies are
$5.00 each.

Meyer Gage's A2LA accredited calibration laboratory meets
or exceeds the dimensional, humidity, and temperature
requirements per ISO 17025. To view our scope of accredita-
tion, please visit: http://www.a2la.org/scopepdf/3340-01.pdf

- available for an additional charge

Meyer Gage offers ISO 17025 A2LA accredited Certifications
of Calibration (long form certificate) for new and used
cylindrical fixed limit Pin, Plug, and Ring gages, including
Thread Measuring Wires and Gear Wires.  This certificate
reports individual gage measurements, compliance to ISO
17025 and the specific listed Standard, traceability to N.I.S.T.
and A2LA, measurement uncertainty, and temperature/
relative humidity. Included with each certificate is an associ-
ated tamper-proof adhesive calibration label.

Traceability between a gage and the certificate is established
by a unique I.D., when provided, permitted, or necessary.


